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Education TURNKEY Electronic Distribution, Inc. 
 
256 North Washington Street 
Falls Church, Virginia 22046-4549 
(703) 536-2310 
Fax (703) 536-3225 

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

DATE: September 29, 2014 

TO:  TechMIS Subscribers 

FROM: Charles Blaschke, Suzanne Thouvenelle, and Blair Curry 

SUBJ: New School Improvement Grant Guidance Flexibilities and Opportunities; 

Implications of $5 Billion Childcare Block Grant Development New Legislation; 

California Funding Update; Waiver Renewal “Extensions” and “Adoptions”; and 

State Profiles  

 

 

The attached Special Report on new School Improvement Grant guidance includes more than ten 

changes on new allowable interventions and funding flexibilities which will affect all new FY 

2014 $500 million for SIG grants.  Many continuation grants for existing SIG schools will likely 

request and receive approved amendments to adopt new flexibilities after final regulations are 

published.  In addition, beyond SIG, the guidance has direct and indirect implications and 

opportunities for many TechMIS subscribers in the following areas: 

 many Title I programs will incorporate changes rather quickly (e.g., allowing more Title I 

funds to be allocated to Title I SIG priority schools) and other changes for which SEAs 

will request USED approval for amendments to their Title I plans; 

 negotiated settlements with states for waiver approvals or extensions into which many of 

the SIG guidance changes will be incorporated; and 

 the types of evaluations and other research findings/evidence that firms/entities use in 

seeking approval by USED/What Works Clearinghouse, and other similar national 

evaluation entities to have products or solutions placed on USED’s “list” from which 

districts can select components’ elements under new School Improvement and other 

intervention requirements. 

 

As a result, corporate marketing/sales officials should review carefully the major changes 

affecting them directly or those modifications which may affect them indirectly, depending on 

their product line and service offerings, as highlighted in the attached Special Report. 

 

As this TechMIS issue was being finalized, Congress finally passed and the President has signed 
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a Continuing Resolution (CR) to continue USED program funding at existing levels through 

December 11
th

.  As we expected, because of spending limits on budgets negotiated by Senator 

Murray and Senator Ryan a month or so ago, the education funding levels were not considered to 

be controversial and received largely bipartisan support for the Continuing Resolution.  After the 

November mid-term elections during the lame duck session the future of the Continuing 

Resolution or an FY 2015 appropriations bill will be addressed, along with finalization of 

legislation which is pretty much been agreed to by both parties, including the Child Care 

Consolidated Block Grant renewal and reauthorization of the Institute for Education Sciences, 

which could include some major changes in the definition of “scientifically-based research.”  We 

will address the latter as soon as details are finalized. 

 

The Washington Update includes a number of items, some of which we have been following 

over the last year:   

 

 Page  1 
Vice President Biden’s Action Plan on “Job-Driven Training” for the Reauthorized WIA 

(Now WIOA) Will Continue to Influence Priorities in USED Secondary 

Programs/Funding 

 

 Page  2 
Expected Reauthorization of the 1996 Childcare and Development Block Grant Act This 

Year Could Provide Some Specific Opportunities for Subscribers in the Pre-K-Early 

Childhood Education Space  

 

 Page  3 
Head Start's Designation Renewal System (DRS) Cohort 2 Awards Have Been 

Announced 

 

 Page  4 
New “Instructional Guide” is Available to Help Great Cities Districts Evaluate and Select 

CCSS-Aligned Materials for English Language Learners 

 

 Page  4 
AAP K-12 Learning Group Provides Update on California End of Year Budget/Funding 

for New Education Initiatives Which Identify Opportunities for Some Subscribers 

 

 Page  7 
Most Waiver States Continue to Receive Extensions While Some Might Not Request 

Extensions 

 

 Page  7 
New Guidance on Building Successful Turnaround Partnership with Districts Could 

Assist Some Subscribers  
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 Page  9 
A number of miscellaneous items are also addressed including: 

a) A new study finds student attendance in schools affects achievement on the National 

Assessment of Education Progress in 4
th

 and 8
th

 grade mathematics and reading tests.   

b) During the Association of American Publishers (AAP) California webinar (see related 

item), Executive Director Jay Diskey announced that overall instructional materials 

expenditures between June 2013 and June 2014 had increased 17 percent based on 

sales figures from 5-7 firms, including all of the large ones, depending on grade levels 

served.   

c) USED continues to approve no-cost one-year extensions to some states to reallocate 

unspent Race to the Top funds to continue or implement new initiatives which are 

highlighted for New York, Florida, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.   

d) The widely-read (in Washington)  Political Pro (September 15
th

) questions whether 

Senator Lamar Alexander’s (as Chairman of the Senate Education Committee if 

Republicans take over the Senate in the upcoming election) plan for ESEA 

reauthorization will pass, but predicts that some “pieces” of his plan might be passed; 

some of Obama education policies will be removed or funding reduced.     

e) The USED Office of Education Technology announced recently the Future Ready 

District Pledge initiative which will support superintendents who commit to taking a 

leadership role in expanding personalized digital learning for every student.   

f) USED is providing about $43 million to districts and states under the School Climate 

Transformation Initiative.   

g) On September 22
nd

, USED announced new GEAR UP grantees which will receive 

$82 million under the GEARUP program to prepare students beginning at the seventh 

grade for college enrollment access and completion.  

 

The State Profile Updates focus primarily on funding and directly related 

initiatives/developments and include several links to sources or further information and USED’s 

publications, databases, etc.   

 

In this TechMIS report, we have also included an index of Washington Updates and Special 

Reports over the last 12 months, especially for the benefit of recent subscribers to our TechMIS 

service who did not receive some of the previous TechMIS information which are referenced in 

our most recent reports.  If any TechMIS subscriber wants a previous TechMIS Special Report or 

excerpts from specific Washington Updates, please contact Charles Blaschke to discuss the 

request.   

 

Also, if anyone has any questions or needs clarifications for items/issues addressed in this 

TechMIS mailing, contact Dr. Suzanne Thouvenelle (703-283-4657) for early childhood, Head 

Start, and Child Care related information or Charles Blaschke (703-362-4689) directly for any 

other items. 
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Special Report: 
New Proposed School Improvement Grant (SIG) Regulations Address 

Three New Allowed Interventions -- Whole School Reform, State 
“Homegrown,” and Pre-K Early Childhood -- and Other Flexibilities 

Which Have Direct Implications for Some TechMIS Subscribers; 
Comments Are Due October 8th, With Whole School Reform 

Applications for Inclusion in USED Official “List” for District Selection 
Due Shortly Thereafter 

 

A Technology Monitoring and Information Service (TechMIS)  

Special Report 

 

Prepared by: 

Education TURNKEY Systems, Inc. 

256 North Washington Street 

Falls Church, Virginia 22046-4549 

(703) 536-2310 / (703) 536-3225 FAX 

 

September 29, 2014 

 

 

On September 8
th

, USED published in the Federal Register proposed requirements for School 

Improvement Grants (SIG), which focus on  additional allowable interventions for LEAs in the 

Consolidated Appropriation Act passed by Congress in January 2004.  Additional flexibilities 

reflected in numerous “guidances” since October 28, 2010, and a proposed additional 

intervention -- Early Learning model interventions -- a high priority of this Administration will 

be allowed.  This TechMIS Special Funding Alert addresses those proposed regulatory additions 

and changes, which could affect many TechMIS subscribers directly. In particular we note the 

following: 

 conditions/requirements for USED approval and listing of allowable whole school reform 

strategies to be added to the USED selected “list”; 

 required components of SEA “homegrown” model interventions, which require USED 

approval; 

 the inclusion of the pre-K Early Learning model intervention which could provide good 

opportunities for firms with appropriate solutions; 

 the stronghold requirement that LEAs must monitor and hold external providers and 

partners accountable for effective implementation of selected interventions; and 

 additional flexibility/requirements in SIG components reflecting increased administration 

priorities/emphasis related to parent and community input in the selection of 

interventions and monitoring implementation and Increased Learning Time (ILT). 

 

This TechMIS report also addresses other requirements and flexibilities affecting primarily 
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district and SEA activities; some of these affect some of the TechMIS subscribers directly or 

indirectly. 

 

Whole School Reform Strategies: 

As we reported in our February 20, 2014, TechMIS report, the Consolidated Appropriations Act 

stated that the Whole School Reform Strategy could be an allowable SIG intervention, which 

was expanded upon in the accompanying Senate report.  As the proposed regulation for this 

intervention states, “ Section I.A.2 (e) of the proposed requirements would allow an LEA to use 

SIG funds to implement, in partnership with a strategy developer, an evidence-based, whole-

school reform strategy in the school…such a strategy must have evidence of effectiveness that 

includes at least two studies that meet What Works Clearinghouse evidence standards with or 

without reservations (i.e., qualifying experimental or quasi-experimental studies) and that found 

a statistically significant favorable impact on  a student academic achievement or attainment 

outcome, with no statistically significant and overriding unfavorable impacts on that outcome for 

relevant populations in the study or in other studies of the intervention reviewed by and reported 

on by the What Works Clearinghouse.”  

 

The draft regulation defines “whole school reform strategy” as a strategy designed to improve 

student achievement or attainment and is implemented for all students in a school.  It must also 

address USED “turnaround principles” including school leadership, teaching and learning in at 

least one full academic content area (including professional development), student non-academic 

support, and family and community engagement.  The Senate Report 113-71, which 

accompanied the FY 2014 Appropriation Act signed in January, also noted that such SIG funds 

should address schoolwide factors including curriculum and instruction, social and emotional 

support services, and training for teachers and school leaders.  It also defines a “strategy 

developer” as “an entity or individual that maintains proprietary rights for the strategy or, if no 

entity or individual maintains proprietary rights for the strategy, an entity or individual that has a 

demonstrated record of success in implementing the strategy in one or more low-achieving 

schools or that, together with a partner LEA, has a high-quality plan for implementing the 

strategy in a school.” 

 

Of critical importance to some TechMIS subscribers, who have developed or have acquired 

proprietary rights to model school reform strategies (most were developed, used, and evaluated 

during the 1990s) or have Skill and Content Based Reform Models, among others (see list of 

models on the USED website (http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ovae/pi/hs/reform.html) 

entitled “High School Reform Models that Support Student Achievement.”  Interested TechMIS 

subscribers need to review the new application form and be prepared to submit it as early as 

October 30
th

.  The submission form is available at http://www.ed.gov/ listed in draft guidelines 

footnote #4.  In addition to the above requirements for listing a whole school reform model 

strategy included on the USED eligible list from which LEAs can select a specific intervention, 

other requirements are spelled out in the submission application including: 

 the application should include at least two, but not more than four studies that provide 

evidence of effectiveness of the strategy consistent with the proposed strategy 

requirement; and 

http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ovae/pi/hs/reform.html
http://www.ed.gov/
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 a narrative description of the strategy that addresses each of the elements of the proposed 

strategy requirements noted earlier.   

 

The application also emphasizes “…to be included in the list, the strategy must be submitted and 

reviewed through this process regardless of whether the study providing evidence of 

effectiveness of the strategy have been previously reviewed for the What Works Clearinghouse 

for another purpose.”  It also notes that USED will not consider studies that provide effectiveness 

evidence of a strategy on outcomes other than student achievement or attainment, and apparently 

excludes “student behavioral outcomes.” 

 

There are several areas which do not appear to be addressed in the draft regulations which should 

be considered by those making comments, including: 

 

 Does a model strategy, which has been improved/changed over time, have to be 

reevaluated with all the new changes? Initially the model strategy had been proven 

successful by providing two or more acceptable evaluation designs, thereby meeting the 

What Works Clearinghouse standards. 

 Can a developer of a model strategy submit an application for review and possible 

inclusion even though the rights to the strategy have been acquired by another 

owner/firm, especially if the acquiring group/firm has made significant changes to the 

model strategy? 

 How will the submitted proposed applications be reviewed, by whom (i.e. What Works 

Clearinghouse staff, or outside peer reviewers?) 

 

State Determined (so-called Homegrown) School Improvement Intervention Models 

As included in the FY 2014 Appropriations Act language and related Senate conference report, 

the proposed regulation would allow an LEA to use SIG funds to implement a State Determined 

Intervention Model which has been developed or adopted by its SEA and that has been approved 

by the Secretary.  To be approved, the intervention model must be aligned with the “turnaround 

principles” required under State No Child Left Behind (NCLB) flexibility waiver requirements 

and provides for increased learning time (ILT).  Some other specific requirements include: 

 providing a principal operational flexibility in the areas of scheduling staff , curriculum, 

and budget;  

 strengthening the school’s instructional program by ensuring that it is research based, 

rigorous and aligned with state academic content standards and meets students’ needs; 

 using data to inform instruction while allowing time for teacher and  staff  to collaborate 

in analyzing and interpreting aggregated and individual student  data; 

 establishing a school environment that addresses other factors that also impact student 

achievement such as “student social, emotional and health needs”; 

 providing initial and ongoing mechanisms for family and community engagement. 

 

USED places a much higher priority now than in 2010 initial SIG guidance on “comprehensive 

implementation” of increased learning time stating “providing time to allow for enrichment 
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activities, teacher collaboration, and professional development, in addition to instruction and 

core academic subjects including math, science, and reading is key to ensuring success.”   

 

As we have noted in TechMIS reports and updates over the last several years, over time USED 

has approved flexibilities for an increasing number of states that include: 

a) Modification/expansions to the “transformation” model which are often referred to as 

state “homegrown” models; 

b) Greater negotiated flexibilities for some states which are allowing districts to use the 

turnaround and restart model interventions; and 

c) Other changes through increased flexibilities under the NCLB flexibility provisions in 

many of the 40+ states which have received state waivers over the last three years. 

 

Early Learning Intervention Models 

While most of the intervention models initially focused on high school turnarounds (e.g., almost 

50 percent of Tier I and Tier II SIG schools were high schools), USED has added in the proposed 

new regulations the Early Learning intervention model which is closely patterned after the new 

Pre-K School Development Grants program currently in its first year having received $250 

million from Congress in the latest budget (see August TechMIS issue).  As we have noted, the 

Administration has used, wherever possible, flexibility in current flagship programs (e.g., Race 

to the Top) to support one of its other highest priorities; the highest priority is now Pre-K-3 early 

education.  The definition in the proposed new SIG regulations of a “high-quality preschool 

program” is the definition used in the Preschool Development Grants program (see Federal 

Register August 18, 2014).  In order to be funded under the state competition using FY 2014 

funding, an LEA which implements the Early Learning Intervention must offer full-day 

kindergarten, establish or expand high-quality preschool, and provide preschool teachers and 

other staff time for joint planning across grades.  Other requirements which are most relevant for 

TechMIS subscribers interested in proposals to team with an LEA in implementing this new SIG 

intervention model include: 

 use of a research-based developmentally appropriate and vertically-aligned from one 

grade to the next instructional program and one that promotes full range of academic 

content in the early grade levels across the domains of development, including math and 

science, language and literacy, social/emotional skills, self-regulation, and executive 

functions; 

 tools and procedures that promote the continuous use of student data such as formative, 

interim, and summative assessments to inform and differentiate instruction; 

 providing ongoing high-quality staff job-embedded professional development, including 

coaching and mentoring which is designed with school staff; 

 instructional materials which are research-based and developmentally appropriate, 

culturally and linguistically responsive instruction and evidence-based curriculum, and 

learning environments aligned with state standards, for at least the year prior to 

kindergarten entry;  

 curriculum which provides for individualized accommodations, particularly of special 

needs students, and children speaking a home language other than English; and 
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 products with strong links to support teachers, parents, and families actively partnering to 

ensure the child’s education outcomes.   

 

It would appear that subscribers with early childhood programs and professional development 

products and capabilities that have the above required components and otherwise facilitate 

LEAs’ capacity to meet some of the other required components under this intervention are likely 

to have a better chance to receive funding in a partnership with an LEA than under the $250 

million Preschool Development Grants program.  Moreover, under the list of 40 plus whole 

school reform models or specific content skills focus noted in the USED literature at that time, 

fewer than five focus on pre-K through 3.  Those subscribers who have proprietary rights or 

otherwise participated in some of these model school reform initiatives might have an equally 

good chance for selection under whole school reform or the newly added Early Learning 

intervention model.  Some of the key features which firms should emphasize include: 

 ongoing assessment that informs curriculum experiences; 

 formative and summative reports of child progress suitable for communication with 

parents/families; 

 differentiated instruction that supports individualization of children with disabilities; 

 parent/family communication that promotes effective engagement of parents/families 

speaking languages other than English; 

 books and materials in languages other than English; 

 books and materials that represent diverse cultures, ethnicities and family backgrounds; 

and 

 approaches and programs that offer parents and families strategies for effectively 

enhancing parent-child relationships fostering positive educational outcomes. 

 

Holding External Provider’s Accountability for Their Performance 

The proposed regulations would strengthen the requirement that an LEA demonstrate that it has 

recruited, screened, and selected external providers in such a way to ensure their quality and 

implementation progress, which is considered an important element under the strong 

commitment criteria in the state competitive grant process for new SIG schools.  Under the 

proposed regulation, USED would require an SEA to consider the extent to which the LEA’s 

application demonstrates that the LEA will regularly review the external provider’s performance 

and hold the external provider accountable for its performance.  Moreover, this would apply not 

only to “restart” models some of which use charter school operators, charter management 

organizations, or other management organizations, but also for the “transformation” and 

“turnaround” models.  Specifically, USED “expects that to meet the proposed requirement, an 

LEA will include “in an MOU, contract, or other agreement with a provider, the LEA’s 

expectation for how the provider will perform and be evaluated throughout the period of the 

grant.”  As noted in the proposed regulation, USED’s concern is to ensure that providers are 

fulfilling their obligations and are held accountable for increasing student achievement in 

implementing a SIG model.   
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Other Changes Affecting LEAs Which Could Have Implications for Some TechMIS 

Subscribers 

In addition to the two congressionally-mandated interventions (i.e., whole school reform and 

SEA homegrown interventions), the new Obama priority pre-K early learning intervention and 

external provider accountability reviews, we have highlighted below some of the other 

regulatory changes or “clarifications” in prior non-regulatory guidance that have implications for 

some TechMIS subscribers. 

 

The current time limit for LEA grantees allowing awards for up to three years has been changed 

to five years.  The regulation allowing “reforms at least three years of full intervention 

implementation,” could create opportunities for some TechMIS subscribers, allowing direct 

involvement in the first-year planning and for up to four years thereafter, extending the length of 

time and perhaps the amount of funds allocated to a SIG school, perhaps in contracts provided 

for external providers. 

 

The proposed regulations would eliminate the “Rule of 9” current requirement that if an LEA has 

nine or more Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools, the LEA may not implement the transformation model in 

more than half of those schools.  The bottom line here is that if an external provider has a 

transformation intervention model or certain elements of that model, the district can expand the 

use of that intervention/element to all Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools.  Among other things, this could 

have the effect of doubling the number of SIG Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools using the provider’s 

product/service which could reduce the cost of sales per school in that district and potentially 

expand significantly the external provider’s sales. 

 

One of the major changes which could directly affect some Tech MIS subscribers significantly is 

the addition of the requirement the LEA must take into consideration family and community 

input.  This new requirement would require an SEA to take into account the extent to which an 

LEA includes a “demonstration in its application that the interventions selected for each eligible 

school is designed to meet the specific needs of the school based on a needs analysis that, among 

other things, assesses the school improvement needs identified by families and the community.”  

It must also take into consideration “family and community input in selecting the intervention for 

each school.”  Subscribers who have tools which facilitate communications and opportunities for 

family and community input and direct involvement in the LEA decision-making process should 

benefit from this requirement.  The new regulation also requires that families and communities 

are to be continuously engaged in the implementation of such interventions under the selection 

criterion of “evidence of strongest commitment,” which LEAs must demonstrate in their 

application.  It would require that the state SEA agency consider the extent to which the LEA’s 

application demonstrates how the LEA will meaningfully engage families and community in the 

implementation of the intervention on an ongoing basis.  These two requirements would increase 

the demand for such tools in the selection of intervention process, but also for continuing 

monitoring and providing feedback to families and community.   

 

Another regulatory change would allow rural LEAs greater flexibility and to change one of the 

SIG intervention model “elements.”  The major justification is that one of the “elements” of the 
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turnaround and transformation models requires firing a principal or teaching staff, which is very 

difficult in many small, rural districts where replacement staff do not exist.  This would also 

increase the probability of an external provider continuing to work with a principal, for example, 

on the equivalent of a turnaround or transformation model while the review/selection process at 

the SEA is underway.   

 

Also, in the regulations is a “clarification” of a current requirement that LEAs monitor the 

quality control of SIG schools’ implementation.  In selecting LEA school grantees, the SEA must 

now take into account not only whether the school is making progress but also whether the LEA 

is implementing the school’s intervention with “fidelity of implementation.”  This change should 

increase the demand for tools and applications which can improve the capacity of LEAs to 

monitor student progress in SIG schools and ensure quality control over the implementation 

process, which could involve external providers of the intervention or element.   

 

Related to the monitoring and quality control requirements in the new regulations, previous 

guidance also clarified that LEAs should be held accountable for their SIG schools’ progress 

which strongly implies that more SIG funds can go directly to LEAs to fund initiatives to ensure 

the school's requirements are met.  For example, earlier guidance specifically allowed SIG funds 

for dropout prevention early warning systems to be purchased and used at the district level.  It is 

very likely that other initiatives could be allowed at the LEA level using SIG funds. For example 

providing professional development to middle school math teachers in schools, which “feed” 

students into a high school, which has been designated a Priority school and receives SIG 

funding, might be allowed.  Other examples might be included in Frequently Asked Questions 

following the publication of the final new regulations.   

 

Another clarification would allow a Priority school, which is implementing elements similar to a 

transformation or turnaround model, to modify and continue its implementation if that school is 

selected by the LEA to receive SIG funding as a Tier 1 or Tier 2 school.  This allows 

opportunities for subscribers to begin implementation during the proposal review process and 

expand and continue providing support/products once the school receives SIG funding.   

 

Another clarification would require an SEA to post on its website all final LEA applications and 

specific information pertaining to the grants including LEA amendments that are approved.  The 

regulation states, “The Department has found that many SEAs do not post LEA applications to 

serve Tier 3 schools or amend applications,” which is one rationale for the clarification.   

Emphasizing the requirement that SEAs post LEA applications and related information should 

allow many firms to go directly to an SEA’s website to determine whether or not opportunities 

exist in Tier 1, Tier 2, and/or Tier 3 schools, as the new posting should have “more complete 

information on LEA applications for SIG funds.”  The new emphasis of this requirement could 

rectify some of the problems related to SEAs posting such information too late for firms to gain 

any useful and timely information. 

 

And finally, the regulations make several modifications to ensure that the teacher and principal 

evaluation systems requirements under the SIG program are closely aligned to the recent changes 
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and deadlines for implementing the teacher and principal evaluation requirements under the 

NCLB state flexibility waiver initiative.  The implementation of those requirements for states to 

receive one-year extensions or approvals for continuation of state waivers is noted in previous 

TechMIS reports. 

 

This Special Report on the draft regulations is being sent to TechMIS subscribers because of the 

short time period for comments, and the draft proposed deadline for submitting applications for 

review for model school reform strategies to be included in the “adopted list from which LEAs 

will be able to select model interventions.”  It is important to note that when USED proposes 

new regulations, major changes seldom occur in the final regulations; however those comments 

which are considered appropriate and “meritorious” are often reflected in subsequent Frequently 

Asked Questions which USED in its monitoring/auditing visits may consider part of the legal 

framework of a major Federal education program. 

 

For a copy of the report go to: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2014-21185.pdf 

 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2014-21185.pdf
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Washington Update   

Vol. 19, No. 9, September 29, 2014

Vice President Biden’s Action Plan 
on “Job-Driven Training” for the 
Reauthorized WIA (Now WIOA) Will 
Continue to Influence Priorities in 
USED Secondary Programs/Funding 

 
As the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) 

was reauthorized and signed by the 

President on July 23
rd

, the White House 

released a plan entitled, “Ready to Work: 

Job-Driven Training and American 

Opportunity.”  The action plan includes a 

number of funding opportunities in the 

upper K-12 grades, as well as higher 

education.   

 

The Action Plan initiative, which was led by 

Vice President Biden, includes a number of 

activities in which Department of Labor 

funding under the WIA (and now WIOA) 

reflects the Administration’s increased 

priority being placed on “job-driven training 

for workers.”  (See July TechMIS Special 

Report)  Those activities supporting 

secondary education primarily reflect a 

continuation of this Administration’s using 

flexible DOL funding to support initiatives 

undertaken by USED such as $100 million 

High School Redesign effort and funding for 

some STEM-related activities.  Those 

priorities of interest to most TechMIS 

subscribers are highlighted below. 

 

USED will in the future require states to 

address how to incorporate “employability 

skills” development in the $564 Adult 

Education program which provides basic 

education and English literacy skills to 1.7 

million out-of-school youth and adults.  A 

new focus will be placed on critical thinking 

and communications.  As the plan notes, 

“Job relevant context has been shown to 

improve remedial education success.” 

 

Based on evaluation of Job Corps 

effectiveness (which serves unemployed 

youth ages 16-24 by providing  them with a 

high school equivalency or a high school 

diploma among training and other skills), 

the plan calls for a new focus on youth aged 

20 or younger under the Job Corps 

Demonstration Authority.  The plan calls for 

the testing and evaluation of innovative and 

promising models to improve outcomes for 

these youth: “These models may include 

blended academic and occupational training 

combined with work experience in a high-

demand field, a residential model for at-risk 

youth with a rigorous academic, college 

preparatory and career focus or a military 

style education, and character development 

model similar to the National Guard 

ChalleNGE or other innovative models that 

integrate cognitive and non-cognitive skills 

training.”  Since Job Corps inception in the 

mid-1960s, it has been looked upon as an 

opportunity to test innovative reading 

approaches (e.g., the Sullivan Series, SRA 

Direct Instruction, PLATO, among others) 

to providing youth with a high school 

diploma or a GED equivalency.   

 

Continuing a $2 billion effort which began 

three years ago with community colleges, 

the plans call for DOL to “competitively 

award $25 million to launch an online skills 

academy that offers open online courses of 

study helping students earn credentials 
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online through participating accredited 

institutions and expand access to curriculum 

designed to speed the time to credit and 

completion.”  While the online skills 

academy will use and build upon the 

development over the last several years of 

Open Education Resources (OER) 

developed by primarily community colleges 

and an attempt to develop the DOL online 

repository, firms which have been adding 

value to directly-related Open Education 

Resources may find the opportunity for 

partnering with some of the applicants for 

grants under this competitive program. 

 

As an indication of the higher priority this 

Administration has placed on strengthening 

the capacity of vocational rehabilitation 

counselors, USED will provide $34 million 

in grants to train VR counselors to address 

how education can help them develop skills 

in building relationships with employers to 

increase the number of job opportunities for 

persons with disabilities. 

 

Another new Administration priority is to 

establish “experimental sites” to test new 

approaches for using student financial aid to 

support faster and more flexible ways to 

attain job-driven skills for youth.  One of the 

“experimental sites” will provide greater 

flexibility to colleges using financial aid to 

help students “earn credentials and degrees 

in a self-paced way, progressing based on 

demonstration of skills mastery rather than 

on how many hours they spend sitting in a 

classroom.”  The plan also calls for USED 

to issue shortly applications for pilot 

programs which would allow blending of 

funds across various departments to serve 

disconnected youth better.  About $7 million 

in new funding will become available. 

 

Grant announcements on implementation of 

some of these planned activities will appear 

in the Federal Register and on USED’s 

website: www.ed.gov  An analysis (and 

links) by Mary Alice McCarthy provides the 

rationale for some of the above and other 

post-secondary opportunities and is 

available at New America Foundation’s 

EdCentral blog (www.edcentral.org) on July 

29
th

. 

 

 

Expected Reauthorization of the 1996 
Childcare and Development Block 
Grant Act This Year Could Provide 
Some Specific Opportunities for 
Subscribers in the Pre-K-Early 
Childhood Education Space 
 

The reauthorized Child Care and 

Development Block Grant (CCDBG) reform 

bill, which had bipartisan support in 

Congress and will likely be signed by the 

President, is designed to help low-income 

families pay for childcare while a parent 

works or is in an educational or job training 

program.  Most of the opportunities for 

some TechMIS subscribers relate to several 

initiatives to improve the overall quality of 

the program, including staff professional 

development and training and emphasis on 

educational activities for children.   

 

As a joint Congressional Committee 

Statement emphasizes, the legislation 

includes “common sense” reforms to 

promote high-quality childcare to increase 

state-level investments, including training 

providers for more effective childcare 

services, strengthening health and safety 

requirements, and improving parent access 

to more information and choices in selecting 

providers with quality programs.  As 

Representative Bobby Scott (D-VA), a 

senior House Committee Democrat stated, 

www.ed.gov
www.edcentral.org
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“This long overdue update of the Childcare 

and Development Block Grant Program will 

significantly improve services, quality, and 

access for our nation’s children.”  Scott will 

replace Congressman Miller as the ranking 

House Committee Democrat after Miller 

resigns next year and has a long personal 

history and reputation supporting reforms in 

educational programs such as Title I.   

 

One specific opportunity noted in Education 

Week’s Politics K-12 blog is that the bill 

would increase the set-aside of states to ten 

percent, up from the current four percent, for 

improving quality of services and the quality 

of care and enhance states’ abilities to train 

providers.  Some of the set-aside funds 

could also be used to fund activities like 

implementing a Quality Rating and 

Improvement System (QRIS) to rate 

providers and necessary training, as noted 

by the EdCentral blog (September 15
th

).  

The blog also elaborates on a new 

requirement, which admittedly is “pretty 

weak,” but includes a “previously unseen 

focus on behavior related issues in addition 

to requiring states to publish policies related 

to expulsions of preschool-age children.”  

The blog notes, “They could elect to use 

some of the quality improvement funds to 

give better training to providers around 

behavioral issues.”   

 

The act reauthorization level is about $5.2 

billion a year, but will increase by about 

$400 million over the next six years.  As the 

EdCentral blog notes, the new bill “leaves 

most of the specifics about childcare quality 

standards in the hands of the states which 

could make for uneven opportunities for 

children in different states.”  On the other 

hand, to the extent the quality and access to 

providers improves, it is very likely that 

other related Federal funding for programs 

such as IDEA and even Title I and Head 

Start will be “freed up” to provide their 

respective priority services rather than 

having to use some of their funding to 

provide childcare services currently 

inadequate or lacking under the current 

CCDBG Act.   

 

Update 9/23/14: 

On September 17
th

, Senator Pat Toomey put 

a hold on the Child Care and Development 

Block Grant Act “until he could get a vote 

on his own bill to strengthen background 

checks in schools,” according to Politico 

(September 22
nd

).  The same Politico brief 

states, “The long awaited Child Care and 

Development Block Grant Act will get a 

Senate cloture vote on November 13
th

 after 

the mid-term election which ‘potentially’ 

could end the standoff between him and 

Senator Harkin.”  Since the House has 

already passed the bill, the Senate is very 

likely to pass it on a cloture vote.  Most 

observers feel that the CCDBG new 

legislation would pass as is and would be 

signed by the President during the lame 

duck session.   

 

 

Head Start's Designation Renewal 
System (DRS) Cohort 2 Awards Have 
Been Announced 
 

In July the Department of Health and 

Human Services (DHHS) released the 

names of awardees of the second round of 

DRS competitive bids for Head Start 

programs.  Almost half of the 123 

organizations required to compete for 

continued funding were Community Action 

Agencies. As in the previous cohort most of 

those competing (70 percent) were able to 

secure full funding based on evaluation of 

their proposals submissions (Abbie 
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Lieberman, Ed Central, 09-21-2014).  20 

percent of the 2
nd

 DRS cohort lost their 

funding with most of the money awarded to 

other, existing Head Start programs. Due to 

proposal reviewers’ concerns about quality 

and organizational capacity to effectively 

operate Head Start nine percent of the 

submissions were declared “No Winner.”  

For the entire summary see:  

http://www.edcentral.org/results-head-start-

re-competition-round-two/  

For the complete list of DRS Cohort 

2 awardees by state see: 

http://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/hslc/gran

ts/dr/cohort-2-awardee-results.html  

 

 

New “Instructional Guide” is 
Available to Help Great Cities 
Districts Evaluate and Select CCSS-
Aligned Materials for English 
Language Learners 
 

The Council of Great City Schools 

announced the availability of an 

instructional guide, or “framework” to help 

its 67-member districts, among other things, 

select and evaluate CCSS-aligned textbooks, 

supplemental books, and digital learning 

materials for use with English learners.  Two 

years ago, as we reported, the Council 

announced it would be creating such a 

framework for the 67-member districts 

which collectively enrolled about 1.2 million 

English learners in their schools.  According 

to the Education Week article (September 

10
th

), the guide was developed jointly by 

ELL experts and officials from its member 

districts. 

 

One key and attractive basis of the 

framework builds on criteria for “judging 

the quality of common-core-aligned 

English/language arts materials that were 

developed by Student Achievement 

Partners…that played a leading role in 

writing the common standards.”  Of 

importance to some TechMIS subscribers, 

the Education Week article notes that the 

ELL considerations…”include big-picture 

judgments, such as whether publishers drew 

on the expertise of researchers in their 

design phase and if experts on second-

language acquisition were involved in 

writing the materials.  Districts should also 

find out if English-learners were part of the 

publisher’s piloting of the materials.”  

Publishers have to meet several “non-

negotiable” criteria which relate to rigor in 

language development, grade-level content, 

and guidance to teachers on how to support 

ELL based on their different proficiency 

levels.   

 

According to Education Week, the Council 

is working with a small number of 

publishers to develop new instructional 

materials that are common-core-aligned and 

“respond to the criteria in the 

framework…Over the next year, those 

publishers will work on writing pilot units 

for ELLs that will be tested in some member 

districts.”  As we reported on this initiative 

two years ago when it was announced, 

financial support has been provided to the 

Council from the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation.   

 

 

AAP K-12 Learning Group Provides 
Update on California End of Year 
Budget/Funding for New Education 
Initiatives Which Identify 
Opportunities for Some Subscribers 
 

On September 3
rd

, the Association of 

American Publishers (AAP) K-12 Learning 

Group, which includes Association of 

http://www.edcentral.org/results-head-start-re-competition-round-two/
http://www.edcentral.org/results-head-start-re-competition-round-two/
http://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/hslc/grants/dr/cohort-2-awardee-results.html
http://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/hslc/grants/dr/cohort-2-awardee-results.html
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Educational Publishers (AEP) members, 

held its webinar on California K-12 end-of-

year funding/budgets and legislative 

sessions, which concluded on August 31
st
.  

Several topics, including funding legislation, 

which passed have implications for firms 

with instructional materials and related 

product and professional development.  

Below are some of the highlights. 

 

Joining Jay Diskey, the Group’s Executive 

Director and former key congressional 

staffer, was Dale Shimasaki, CEO Strategic 

Education Services, AAP’s California 

consultant/lobbyist.  Of the upcoming $110 

billion state budget (which now has a $2 

billion reserve), approximately $53.5 billion 

is for K-12 Proposition 98 funding, which is 

a $5.9 billion increase or $978 per pupil.  

The $1.25 billion for implementation of 

Common Core beginning in 2013-14 can be 

used for technology, professional 

development, and instructional materials 

which districts are encouraged to spend by 

the end of this school year.  The Common 

Core math materials were adopted in 

November 2013, while the Common Core 

reading and English Language Development 

(ELD) materials are scheduled for 

November 2015 adoption.  He also noted 

that state revenues are expected to increase, 

which is a good sign that funding will 

continue in this area over the next few years.   

 

In addition to the state Common Core 

implementation funding, he noted that an 

“ongoing” lottery funding source outside of 

the budget was approximately $207 million 

or about $34 per average daily attendance 

which can be used for instructional 

materials.  On the other hand, as we have 

noted, much of the funding for the new 

Local Control Funding Formula has come 

from removal of slightly more than 30 

previous “categorical” programs that have 

now been “lumped” under the Local Control 

Funding Formula (LCFF) which provides 

more LEA flexibility but focuses on 

outcomes.  He indicated that a key 

implementation step which firms should be 

aware of is each district has to develop a 

Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP), 

which by now all of them have developed, 

and have posted on the website 

(http://lcapwatch.org/).  The plan describes 

how each district is planning to implement 

the state initiative and should provide good 

information on what types of products and 

services districts will be purchasing to 

implement the Common Core state 

standards.  In addition, the LCAP has to take 

into account the so-called “Williams 

Settlement.” The “Williams settlement” 

requirement has been in effect for several 

years and requires that each student receive 

a set of instructional materials in reading, 

math, social studies, and science and that 

materials must be aligned to state standards, 

not necessarily Common Core or New 

Generation science standards. 

 

During a Q&A time period, Shimasaki and 

Diskey explained why they felt the Common 

Core implementation has gone relatively 

smoothly in California, compared to 

implementation in other large adoption 

states such as Florida and New York State.  

Reasons given included: 

 Good working relationships between 

the Governor and the Democratic 

legislature; 

 Important support from the 

California Teachers Association , as 

long as more funds were provided 

for professional development, 

especially in the area of math where 

the differences between the state 

standards and Common Core 

http://lcapwatch.org/
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standards were relatively significant, 

but less different in reading/language 

arts; 

 Early on, the Governor and elected 

State Superintendent put together a 

commission which recommended to 

the State how to implement Common 

Core standards; this move did not 

require the Governor nor State 

Superintendent to announce 

California’s “adoption of Common 

Core standards,” minimizing 

political fire from conservative 

quarters; 

 The relatively strong capacity of 

California Department of Education 

staff in the area of curriculum and 

evaluation compared to other states; 

and 

 Relatively strong foundation 

financial support, especially from 

philanthropic groups which earlier 

only verbally support Common Core 

standards. 

 

Another important factor Diskey pointed out 

was reflected in the recent Gallup and a 

similar national poll which reported public 

opposition to Common Core in California 

was much lower than nationally.   

 

In terms of new legislation, especially 

related to curriculum, Dale Shimasaki 

explained that Governor Brown’s 

Administration’s approach is totally 

different from that taken by former 

Governor Schwarzenegger.   Governor 

Brown, in consultation with key members of 

the legislature considered curriculum-related 

bills on a “case-by-case” basis making 

decisions whether to support them.  On the 

other hand, Governor Schwarzenegger 

bypassed wherever possible the legislature 

and relied heavily on the State Board of 

Education to make all curriculum-related 

decisions.  In response to a question related 

to Open Education Resources (OER) trends 

in K-12 in California, Diskey noted it would 

appear that since Governor 

Schwarzenegger’s big push for OER several 

years ago in the area of science, the use of 

OER has dissipated dramatically, primarily 

because of the improved economy and 

perhaps the perceived quality of free 

materials. 

 

In a closing session, Jay Diskey, Executive 

Director of the AAP K-12 Learning Group 

which includes many AEP supplemental 

publishers, summarized the amount of 

instructional materials and related 

products/services’ budgets which have been 

passed for this school year in a number of 

states.  The Florida “instructional materials” 

budget is $223 million; in addition, $130 

million is allocated to a research-based 

reading program, much of the money will be 

spent on professional development, while 

$40 million is for the “technology 

allotment.”  New York State has $180 

million for instructional materials ($47 

million for software, $39 million for 

hardware and technology).  Texas has $838 

million for instructional materials and 

adopted products and services that covers 

the 2013-14 biennium, which for this 

coming school year will be approximately 

$400+ million.  Instructional materials 

reported by Diskey for other states for FY 

2015 include Indiana ($39 million), 

Kentucky ($32 million over 2 years), 

Mississippi ($22 million over 2 years), New 

Mexico ($20 million), North Carolina ($23 

million), and South Carolina ($21 million).   
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Most Waiver States Continue to 
Receive Extensions While Some 
Might Not Request Extensions 
 

USED continues to approve extensions for 

NCLB waiver states through 2015, largely 

as a result of a “blank waiver” policy 

announced in August which would allow 

any waiver state to extend meeting the 

teacher and principal evaluation and support 

requirements until 2015.  This requirement 

has been the greatest “stumbling block” for 

the majority of the remaining states which 

have requested waivers which have not yet 

been approved. 

 

In early September, USED approved waiver 

extensions for Tennessee and the District of 

Columbia.  Both states were initial Race to 

the Top winners and as Education Week 

(September 5
th

) reports, both states were 

considered “poster children for the Obama 

Administration’s education redesign agenda, 

but both have diverted from it recently -- 

Tennessee delaying implementation of 

PARCC assessments and D.C. deciding not 

to incorporate value-added test scores and 

teacher evaluations during the 2014-15 

school year.  Both states have agreed to 

continue working on the teacher evaluation 

requirement over the next year. 

 

The Kansas request for an extension was 

also recently approved as it settled on a 

model evaluation plan that districts could 

“opt” to adopt or not.  The plan, which must 

incorporate multiple measures, allows 

districts to define what passing levels are 

significant.  Kansas, along with Oregon and 

Arizona, according to Education Week, has 

been labeled as a higher risk state in terms 

of losing its waiver. 

 

On September 19
th

, USED approved three 

additional extensions for NCLB waiver 

renewals -- Alabama, Texas, and Puerto 

Rico.  All three states’ extensions were 

conditional with each state having to submit 

guidelines on how it will integrate student 

growth measures into its teacher and 

principal evaluation requirements.  Puerto 

Rico also must meet a number of conditions 

relating to implementation of School 

Improvement Grants. 

 

Education Week reports that about a third of 

waiver states have accepted the “blanket 

waiver” flexibility.  The following states 

have told Education Week they are likely to 

request such waiver flexibility -- Arkansas, 

Connecticut, Delaware, District of 

Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, Maryland, 

Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, 

Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and 

Utah; while 11 states say they are not likely 

to seek the one-year waiver extension -- 

Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, 

Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Mexico, 

New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, 

Tennessee, and Virginia.  Education Week 

keeps track and provides updates on state 

waiver extensions which are posted at: 

www.edweek.org. 

 

 

New Guidance on Building 
Successful Turnaround Partnership 
with Districts Could Assist Some 
Subscribers 
 

The American Institutes for Research 

District & School Improvement Center has 

published a white paper entitled “Building 

Effective School Turnaround Partnerships” 

with external providers.  As the brief states, 

“The recommendations in this white paper 

reflect lessons learned from the original 

research by American Institutes for 

www.edweek.org
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Research (AIR) on state support for 

struggling schools, informal feedback from 

staff of low-performing schools in six 

districts, and the hands-on experience of 

AIR’s education specialists working as 

school turnaround leaders and lead partners 

in SIG schools.”   

 

As the white paper argues, developing and 

maintaining effective school turnaround 

partnerships requires shared, but clearly 

delineated responsibilities of both partners, 

and selecting the right external provider is 

essential for developing an effective 

turnaround partnership.  The paper 

highlights some of the key considerations, 

which districts must take into account in 

selecting providers for an effective and 

successful turnaround partnership.  One key 

consideration is the alignment of the 

provider’s expertise to a specific school’s 

needs and the connection between a school’s 

challenges and the selected intervention.  

Research has shown that a provider’s 

approach should “reinforce rather than 

contradict the current state and district 

policy environment.”  It notes that too often, 

school officials seek support from numerous 

providers at once, each of which has a role, 

which makes it difficult to avoid 

unnecessary duplication, thus inhibiting 

improvement strategies, and overwhelming 

school officials.   

 

Support providers should be capable of 

delivering a level of intensity to the 

approach, which matches each school’s need 

in an attempt to avoid spreading resources 

too thinly, or providing uncalled for support 

that distracts school members and takes time 

from other school activities requiring their 

attention.  In addition to continually 

monitoring implementation of services and 

making corrections as needed , effective 

providers must be responsive to the 

individuals they serve and make themselves 

available at times convenient to school staff 

and become sensitive to school needs, 

constraints, and context in order to avoid 

unnecessary disruption.  And last, external 

providers, once selected, should be able to 

ensure stability among their staff that 

ensures a degree of trust results in the 

school/external provider partnership.  Strong 

professional relationships must be 

developed, which sometimes can be difficult 

when there is unnecessary turnover among 

staff of external providers.   

 

To make partnerships work, one key 

principle is the development of trust which 

can be encouraged by negotiating clear roles 

and responsibilities and such roles must be 

clearly communicated among each party’s 

staff.  Another key element in successful 

turnovers is that policies and practice that 

constrain or hinder reform must be identified 

early by both sides in the partnership (e.g., 

personnel policies, mandated interventions, 

etc.).  Here, district officials must be made 

aware of problems confronting lowest-

performing schools and be willing to 

examine and revise policies and practices. 

 

The white paper also argues that the current 

policy environment must take into account 

state and district context, which must be 

conducive to change at the school level.  It is 

critical that both the district and external 

provider be open in discussing problems at 

the school level and are willing to create 

policy environments which are likely to 

build effective mutual relationships.   

 

The white paper is available at: 

www.revivingschools.org 

 

 

../../../../../../Guest/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/9UDE4V6B/www.revivingschools.org
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Miscellaneous (a) 
 

A new study finds student attendance in 

schools affects achievement on the National 

Assessment of Education Progress in 4
th

 and 

8
th

 grade mathematics and reading tests.  

“Poor attendance” was identified as missing 

three or more days during the month when 

they took the test, as reported by Education 

Week’s Rules for Engagement blog 

(September 2
nd

).  An analysis by Attendance 

Works found: “National averages on the 4th 

and 8
th

 grade mathematics and reading tests 

were between 12 and 18 test-score points 

lower for students with poor attendance than 

for their peers who hadn’t missed any school 

in the reported period, the analysis found.  

The tests have a maximum score of 500.”  

Attendance Works estimated that between 5 

and 7.5 million students missed nearly a 

month of school each year.  The Attendance 

Works report recommends a number of 

initiatives to increase attendance which 

could have implications for TechMIS 

subscribers: including investing in tools that 

track student attendance data and report on 

chronic absenteeism at the district, school, 

and grade level; districts providing parents 

“real-time data” on attendance; and districts 

adopt “early warning” systems that track 

indicators such as attendance that predict 

high school dropout risk.   

 

Early warning systems at the LEA level can 

now be funded using School Improvement 

Grant (SIG) dollars. When the School 

Improvement Grant ARRA funding 

guidance was initially published five years 

ago, SIG funds could be used to purchase 

early warning systems under certain 

conditions by schools receiving SIG funds, 

but not by districts.  Subsequent guidance in 

2012 allowed greater flexibility for districts 

to purchase such systems using SIG funds 

on a district-wide basis (see related Special 

Report). 

 

 

Miscellaneous (b) 
 

During the Association of American 

Publishers (AAP) California webinar (see 

related item), Executive Director Jay Diskey 

announced that overall instructional 

materials expenditures between June 2013 

and June 2014 had increased 17 percent 

based on sales figures from 5-7 firms, 

including all of the large ones, depending on 

grade levels served.  The total K-12 

adoption states’ net sales increased 36.4 

percent compared to non-adoption state net 

sales which declined one percent.  The 

greatest increases were in grades 6-12 where 

sales increased by almost 43 percent, while 

pre-K-6 sales increased 5.5 percent.  Diskey 

noted that major increases in the adoption 

states were in California, Texas, and New 

York.  In a follow-up discussion, I asked 

whether some of the increase in sales, 

particularly March through June, could be 

attributed to increased Title I spending of 

previously carried over funds, which in 

January were about $2 billion nationwide.  

The 2014 budget, which removed the threat 

of another sequester in 2014-15 school year, 

could have contributed to this major 

spending increase; he indicated that he had 

not considered this possibility. 

 

Also as a follow-up to his presentation, I 

also mentioned to Dale Shimasaki, who is 

very familiar with California pre-K funding 

and is a chief lobbyist for AAP in the State 

whether the large increase in state funding 

for ELLs and students from high-poverty 

families under the new Local Control 

Funding Formula might have been used to 

“supplant” some Title I funding allocated for 
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this 2014-15 school year under Title I.  For 

example, as a TechMIS subscriber reported 

to us, while USED preliminary and final 

district allocations of Title I before state 

adjustments to Los Angeles Unified School 

District (LAUSD) showed LAUSD 

receiving about a seven percent increase 

before state adjustments, the state allocation 

recently communicated by the SEA to 

LAUSD after adjustments was only about a 

one percent increase.  Similar decreases 

from the USED Title I district allocations 

occurred almost universally in other 

California districts when state-determined 

Title I allocations after adjustments were 

made.  One possibility that I mentioned to 

Shimasaki was that some of the Title I 

district allocations were withheld because of 

the SEA 4% set-aside and most possibly a 

larger portion of such funds withheld to be 

provided to county school systems which 

could have been relegated more 

administrative responsibilities and allocated  

more Title I funding.  As we have noted, the 

state adjustments in a number of other states 

such as Texas and Pennsylvania, have a 

tradition of state departments withholding 

certain Title I funding up until the last 

minute, if then.  We’re hoping to get more 

relevant information on this particular 

situation in California in the near future. 

 

 

Miscellaneous (c) 
 

USED continues to approve no-cost one-

year extensions to some states to reallocate 

unspent Race to the Top funds to continue or 

implement new initiatives which are 

highlighted below for New York, Florida, 

Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.  

Amendments to their plan which were 

approved by USED in August are 

highlighted below: 

New York 

USED approved no-cost one-year extensions 

under its Race to the Top program for 

unspent funding to be used: 

 to continue the development of 

“evaluation of P-K curriculum 

modules project “of approximately 

$1.8 million and to extend data 

collection and analysis through 

2014-15; and 

 to reinstate the Brewster Central 

School District and the Hyde Park 

Central School District back as 

participating LEAs in Race to the 

Top; some districts dropped out four 

years ago. 

 

Massachusetts 

USED has approved several amendments 

requested by Massachusetts under its Race 

to the Top application which would allow 

some unspent funds over the next year to be 

used for the following purposes: 

 $126,000 to continue purchasing 

servers to support the State’s 

technology platform for educator 

training; 

 shifting approximately $1.2 million 

to be used by June 30, 2015 for 

sheltered English instruction and 

professional development;  

 shifting over $1 million from several 

budgets to continue development 

of the online registration system 

and learning management platform 

to track teacher training and 

sheltered English instruction. 

 

Florida 

USED has approved an amendment to shift 

$1.5 million to develop Career Technical 

Education (CTE) assessment items which 

are aligned to the Next Generation 
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Occupational State Standards, and the 

Florida standards for CTE courses.  The 

development effort will be shifted to the 

Central Florida Assessment Collaborative, a 

consortia of districts which will produce an 

anticipated 30,000 items (rather than the 

initially planned 43,650 items) which will be 

submitted to the Florida interim assessment 

item bank and test platform by June 30, 

2015. 

 

Rhode Island 

Most of the budget shifts and amendments 

approved by USED relate to the 

instructional support system.  One would 

enhance functionality of districts to enter 

local assessment data into the ISS, while 

other enhancements would allow 

implementation of interim assessments.  

About $1 million in unspent funds will be 

used to award __________ grants to a 

number of LEAs to support the use of data 

in several areas, including training on 

resources available through the ISS, creating 

assessments using state interim assessment 

item bank, and furthering the use of data 

from the state data system and data-driven 

decision making.   

 

The detailed letters approving the respective 

state amendments in the form of policy 

letters sent to the governors from Patrick 

Looney, Acting Director Policy and 

Programming Implementation (go to the 

ed.gov website). 

 

 

Miscellaneous (d) 
 

The widely-read (in Washington)  Political 

Pro (September 15
th

) questions whether 

Senator Lamar Alexander’s (as Chairman of 

the Senate Education Committee if 

Republicans take over the Senate in the 

upcoming election) plan for ESEA 

reauthorization will pass, but predicts that 

some “pieces” of his plan might be passed; 

some of Obama education policies will be 

removed or funding reduced.  The author, 

Maggie Severns, identifies some immediate 

committee roadblocks if Alexander becomes 

a GOP Committee Chairman, including 

opposition from the far left (Senator 

Elizabeth Warren and Senator Al Franken), 

and on the right (Senator Rand Paul); 

however, some modest gains could be 

achieved as noted below. 

 

The article quotes Neil McCluskey, 

Associate Director CATO Institute that 

Obama would have to compromise more on 

issues like school choice.  Moreover, most 

modest gains would have to be in the form 

of “riders” attached to appropriation bill 

which the President would be less likely to 

veto, including language which would de-

fund some of the Obama flagship programs 

such as Race to the Top, School 

Improvement Grants, among others.  

Moreover, under a Republican takeover, 

Senator Mitch McConnell as majority leader 

would give more power to committee 

leaders “that could make it possible to move 

stalled education bills and restore the 

public’s confidence in the chamber.” 

 

As the article also notes, few senators have 

more experience than Alexander who served 

as U.S.  Education Secretary under President 

Bush #1 and President of the University of 

Tennessee (in our last TechMIS Special 

Report, we incorrectly stated Alexander was 

formerly President of Vanderbilt 

University).  In that TechMIS report, we 

argued that Alexander may have a Plan B 

rather than pushing for a whole ESEA 

reauthorization which would include a 

number of ESEA fix-it amendments.  As the 
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Political Pro article states, “Alexander said 

he wants to be at the front of the line with 

legislation ready to move in the Senate if 

McConnell is calling the shots.”   

 

 

Miscellaneous (e) 
 

The USED Office of Education Technology 

announced recently the Future Ready 

District Pledge initiative which will support 

superintendents who commit to taking a 

leadership role in expanding personalized 

digital learning for every student.  It appears 

that most of the support, including Federal 

and other financial support, would focus on 

technology infrastructures and the 

development of human capacity to ensure 

successful implementation of personalized 

digital learning.  The effort is coupled with 

the President’s 2013 ConnectED Initiative to 

ensure 99 percent of students have access to 

high-speed Internet connectivity at the 

classroom level.  Evidently, the Future 

Ready District Pledge will be heavily 

dependent on the $2 billion over two years 

for WI-FI infrastructure and devices under 

the new E-Rate Modernization Initiative for 

which “guidance” is currently being 

developed.  Several billion dollars of 

pledged donations from about ten private 

sector companies (see July TechMIS 

Washington Update) would be coupled with 

increased flexibility in the use of Federal 

funds.  The Future Ready District Pledge 

initiative would provide district leaders with 

a framework and implementation guidance, 

online resources, and other support to 

transition to effective digital learning USED 

emphasized.  According to Politico Morning 

Education (September 14
th

), USED is 

looking for 1,000 district leaders across the 

country to sign up, pledging to share the 

Administration’s goals before a major 

launch event is scheduled on October 7
th

. 

 

Aside from the brief announcement from 

USED Office of Education Technology and 

very little media coverage thus far, it is 

unclear how much traction this particular 

initiative will have.  However, the names of 

superintendents, which have been sent 

invitations to make the “pledge,” and those 

who are willing to do so and attend the 

October 7
th

 launch would appear to be of 

interest to education technology firms and 

groups.  Knowledgeable observers familiar 

with the initiative say that the list of district 

superintendents who have decided to pledge 

and/or attend the October 7
th

 Washington 

summit will be made available to the public.  

We will keep TechMIS subscribers up-to-

date if any significant developments occur 

with this new initiative.   

 

Update 9/29/14: 

In an offline discussion during EdNET, 

former West Virginia Governor and now 

President of the Alliance for Excellent 

Education, Bob Wise, told me that the White 

House will postpone the October 7
th

 summit 

“until after the November elections.”  AEE 

supports ConnectED and will assist in the 

summit and regional meeting when they will 

be held.   

 

 

Miscellaneous (f) 
 

USED is providing about $43 million to 

districts and states under the School Climate 

Transformation Initiative.  The USED press 

release states that 71 school districts in 23 

states, including Washington D.C. and the 

Virgin Islands, will receive $35.8 million to 

be used to “develop, enhance, and expand 

systems of support for implementing 

evidence-based multi-tiered behavioral 
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frameworks for improving behavioral 

outcomes and learning conditions for 

students.”  Districts can also use funds to 

implement evidence-based practices to 

address school-to-prison problems that 

“push at-risk students into juvenile and 

criminal justice systems.”  The five-year 

grants total nearly $180 million. 

 

An additional $7.3 million will be allocated 

to 12 states to develop, enhance, and expand 

statewide systems of support and for 

technical assistance to school districts and 

schools implementing evidence-based multi-

tiered behavioral framework for improving 

behavioral outcomes and learning 

conditions. 

 

More than $14.1 million will go to 22 school 

districts under Project Prevent Program 

funding which can be used for school-based 

counseling or school-based social and 

emotional supports for students to help 

address the effects of violence and conflict 

resolution to prevent future violence.  

Another $13 million provided to 25 states 

will be used to expand high-quality school 

emergency operation plans.  The list of 

grantees with the amount of year one 

funding by state are available at ed.gov press 

release September 23
rd

.   

 

 

Miscellaneous (g) 
 

On September 22
nd

, USED announced new 

GEAR UP grantees which will receive $82 

million under the GEARUP program to 

prepare students beginning at the seventh 

grade for college enrollment access and 

completion.  Slightly over $50 million is for 

31 partnership grants in 19 states, and 

slightly more than $31 million is for ten 

state grants.  The partnership projects must 

include one low-income middle school, one 

college or university, and two community or 

business organizations which provide 

students and families with a number of 

services, including mentoring, counseling, 

and tutoring and summer schools to help 

students succeed in higher-level math and 

other college preparatory courses.  The list 

of grantees and the amount of grants, along 

with grantee contacts are available at ed.gov 

press release (September 22
nd

). 
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 Arkansas Update 
September 2014 
 

Governor Mike Beebe announced a partnership with Education Superhighway, which has 

completed the first phase of a study of digital learning readiness and K-12 broadband spending.  

The study “highlights a significant opportunity to deliver high-speed connectivity to all Arkansas 

students by better leveraging existing funds, working closely with the vendor community, and 

replicating successful district models throughout the state.”  According to the statement, $15 

million currently being spent on outdated copper networks could be leveraged with Federal E-

Rate funds and used to build a high-speed fiber network in Arkansas. With this approach 

Arkansas “can become the first state to meet the national ConnectED goal of linking every 

student to high-speed broadband.”  To do so, “the Governor hopes to be able to change Act 1050 

that prohibits K-12 schools from connecting to the State’s high-powered broadband network for 

colleges and universities known as ARE-ON,”  according to Education Week’s Digital 

Education blog.  The Education Superhighway phase 1 study conducted an inventory of each 

school’s capacity and what it is purchasing, how much they are paying for products/services, and 

how much bandwidth will be needed to meet the new Common Core assessment requirements.  

The suggested approach calls for greater transparency in E-Rate prices.  Also, it is likely that 

Arkansas districts will build upon existing consortia used for purchasing technology and/or 

create new ones to take advantage of E-Rate funding as a result of the July 11
th

 FCC E-Rate 

modernization initiative ruling. 
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California Update 
September 2014 
 

According to the Los Angeles Times (August 13
th

), this year Los Angeles Unified School 

District (LAUSD) plans to enroll this about 1,000 unaccompanied immigrant children and youth.  

The article estimates that 60,000 minors entered or will arrive in the U.S. without an adult 

guardian over the next year compared to 25,000 a year ago.  Most of the unaccompanied minors, 

who end up in Southern California are from Guatemala, El Salvador, and/or Honduras.  While 

some districts receiving a large number of immigrant children, such as Dade County, have 

requested additional Federal funds, LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy reportedly said that the 

district will rely heavily on California’s new funding system, (see related Washington Update) 

which provides additional funding under a weighted formula for students learning English and 

others with special needs.  Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti’s office serves as a liaison with local 

community-based organizations working with immigrants and helps immigrant children find 

temporary shelters.  During the 2013-14 school year, the LAUSD “Immigrant Enrollment 

Center” handled 1,800 students, which is an increase of 400 from the previous year.  Many more 

immigrant children can enroll directly in schools without going through the LAUSD center, 

which has suffered declining enrollment.  The number of Spanish-speaking students in LAUSD, 

who are not fluent in English, has increased from 142,000 to 146,000 over the last year.  

 

The California Board of Education has formally approved a three-year contract with Smarter 

Balanced (SB), which was field-tested last school year in the state with some controversy.  The 

state will pay $9.55 million annually for three years or $9.55 per student for the first million 

students with no additional charge for the remaining 2.6 million students.  According to Ed 

Source, the remaining 2.6 million students will take the online English language arts and math 

tests for grades three through eight and grade 11.  The contract does not include the cost of 

scoring, administering, and reporting of results, which will be done by Educational Testing 

Service (ETS) for an estimated $17.75 per student.  California will have access to the SB digital 

library of sample questions and lesson plans, and according to the article, teachers will be able to 
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get feedback on the interim assessments. 

 

 

The seven California “waiver-flexibility” school districts that are part of the California Office of 

Reform Education (CORE), after months of negotiation, have received one-year extensions for 

their waiver renewals.  The seven districts – Los Angeles, Long Beach, Santa Anna, Fresno, 

Sanger, Oakland, and San Francisco – received waiver approval as districts in lieu of the 

California State Department of Education approval for statewide flexibility two years ago.  

Initially, Sacramento was part of the waiver group, but subsequently dropped out.   

 

As we have reported in the past, the districts have been confronted with difficulties in developing 

and implementing the School Quality Improvement Index, which is more all-encompassing than 

the Academic Performance Index, as up to 40 percent of a school’s ranking is based on “school 

climate” factors such as social and emotional learning (SEL) and collaborative learning.  These 

seven districts which enroll approximately one-sixth of students enrolled in California public 

schools have been given greater flexibility in spending over $100 million, mostly in Title I by 

not having to set aside 20 percent for supplemental educational services (SES) and parent choice.  

According to Ed Source (September 15
th

), key officials of CORE will continue efforts to develop 

and implement their proposed School Quality Improvement System and its components (SEL) 

and positive school climate in order to receive flexibility waivers upon approval by USED a year 

from now.  It also notes that even though the districts have been put on “high risk” (a category 

designated also for three states Washington, Oregon, and Arizona), the “district leaders 

welcomed the extension.” 

 

The Oakland Unified District has expanded “WI-FI access points” to 44 schools, which 

previously did not have high-speed internet access.  Within the year, all schools will have high-

speed access.  This will assist the expansion of the Teacher Growth and Development System, 

which is a teacher evaluation program developed with the local teachers union, according to the 

Council of the Great City Schools. 
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According to Education Week’s Time and Learning blog, the new SB 1221 bill places higher 

priorities within the $120 million California 21
st
 Century Community Learning Center’s 

allocation to after-school programs that hopes to expand or offer summer programs.  A law 

passed in 2002 allows more than $500 million to go to eligible schools if they have before and 

after-school programs.  The so-called After-School Education and Safety Program (ASES) funds 

slightly more than 4,000 programs.  While previous after-school programs focused on attendance 

and procedural policies, the new Quality Standards for Expanded Learning in California focus on 

outcomes and serve as formative assessments to improve programs and compile research data.  

New guidance is designed to describe high-quality program components and includes a number 

of “tools” developed in California and elsewhere, including tools for self-assessment, 

observation-based assessments used by staff or external observers, and tools for external 

observation-based assessments developed by reputable groups such as Policy Studies Associates 

and the Wisconsin Center for Education Research.  Information about the new voluntary 

guidance is available at: www.publicprofit.net 

www.publicprofit.net
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Florida Update 
September 2014 
 

Duval County Public Schools have received a $50 million grant from the Florida Department of 

Education to implement a number of technology initiatives, according to the Council of the Great 

City Schools.  This includes adding high density wireless and electric retrofits to all schools and 

the development of a portal data system to provide easy access to student data and providing all 

teachers with new laptops.     
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Georgia Update 
September 2014 
 

According to Education Week (September 2
nd

), the Georgia State Department of Education is 

providing teachers, parents, and others online access to a variety of digital textbooks which are 

aligned with Common Core Georgia performance standards.  These offerings include middle and 

high school courses in language arts, math, science, social studies, and a number of languages 

such as Spanish, German, French, and Chinese.   
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Idaho Update 
September 2014 
 

As he finishes his third and last term as Public School Superintendent, Tom Luna has requested a 

6.9 percent increase in K-12 funding (e.g., $94 million) for FY 2015; $9 million would be 

allocated to classroom technology and other things, according to Education Week (September 

3
rd

).  The overall $1.46 billion education budget also includes $4 million for content and 

curriculum materials and $21.5 million for an additional two days of professional development 

throughout the school year for teachers.  Last year, he requested a 5.8 percent, but only received 

a 5.1 percent increase from the legislature, which however was the biggest percent increase since 

2008.   
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Indiana Update 
September 2014 
 

Education Week reports that Indiana was provided additional flexibilities in its waiver extension 

recently approved by USED.  Deadlines from meeting some of the NCLB sanctions were 

extended.  The extension also provides greater flexibility for the state to use science, social 

studies, and other subject scores to measure student progress.  The extension also recognized the 

state’s efforts to resolve problems it had monitoring low-performing schools and implementing 

teacher evaluation requirements.   

 

State Superintendent Glenda Ritz has sent a proposal to the State Budget Authority requesting a 

$70 million increase to cover textbook rentals, which are currently about $40 million.  Parents 

are charged for textbook costs currently, which start at about $100 per student.  Overall, 

Superintendent Ritz has requested a three percent increase in total K-12 spending which, 

according to Education Week, has been around $6 billion -- the vast majority of which flows 

through the state to the districts (i.e., corporations).  The official proposed FY 2015 budget by 

Governor Mike Pence, a Republican, will be submitted to the legislature in January. 
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Iowa Update 
September 2014 
 

Education Week’s Curriculum Matters blog (August 7
th

) reports that Governor Terry Branstad 

and State Superintendent Buck have sent a letter to Smarter Balanced Consortia stating that Iowa 

would “withdraw…effective immediately” and requested that the consortia drop Iowa from its 

list of members.  The consortia noted in an email response to Curriculum Matters that states not 

using the Smarter Balanced tests, but would still “likely to be engaged and would have an option 

of being an affiliate member.”  In an update, the Iowa DOE indicated that Smarter Balanced was 

“still under consideration by the state task force,” which in 2015called for a consideration of all 

options.  If the state totally withdraws and decides not to use the Smarter Balanced test next year 

or even later, the member states of Smarter Balanced would drop to 21, according to Education 

Week’s map of states testing plans.  
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Kansas Update 
September 2014 
 

Even though Kansas was cited as being a high-risk state in 2012 for not meeting the requirement 

of using student test scores as part of teacher evaluations, it was recently awarded an extension 

through 2014-15 school year.  The state has agreed that a significant criterion in the teacher 

evaluation system this year will be whether students are making growth as measured by test 

scores, but such data will not be used to make personnel decisions next year.    
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Massachusetts Update 
September 2014 
 

USED has approved several amendments requested by Massachusetts under its Race to the Top 

application which would allow some unspent funds to be used in the next year for the following 

purposes: 

 $126,000 to continue purchasing servers to support the State’s technology platform for 

educator training; 

 shifting approximately $1.2 million (to be used by June 30, 2015) for sheltered English 

instruction and professional development; and 

 shifting over $1 million from several budgets to continue development of the online 

registration system and learning management platform to track teacher training and 

sheltered English instruction. 
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Michigan Update 
September 2014 
 

State Superintendent Mike Flanagan announced that 11 of the State’s 40 charter school 

authorizers are at risk of being suspended or having their authority revoked.  In June, the Detroit 

Free Press investigated the State’s charter schools and found that many were not held 

accountable for wasteful spending, nepotism, and poor academic performance, as reported by 

Education Week’s Charters & Choice blog (August 11
th

).  Decisions on suspending the 

authorizers, which are universities or districts, will be made in November; and current schools 

would be allowed to stay open, but no new ones could be approved.  Authorizers facing 

suspension include: Detroit Public Schools, Eastern Michigan University, Ferris State 

University, Grand Valley State University, Highland Park Schools, Kellogg Community College, 

Lake Superior State University, Macomb Intermediate School District, Muskegon Heights Public 

Schools, and the Education Achievement Authority (EAA), which is state-run.  The Detroit EAA 

has been controversial since its takeover by the State, which recently terminated its exclusive 

arrangement allowing other authorizers be used to approve chronically failing schools, according 

to Education Week.  Two years ago during the Software and Information Industry Association 

(SIIA) Education Forum, the Education Director for the EAA described successful uses of 

technology in a limited number of the lowest-performing schools; however, she also noted that 

after several years’ debate, the EAA for the first time the following year would be receiving a 

portion of the State’s Title I allocation, which until that time would have been allocated directly 

to the Detroit Public Schools totaling about almost $20 million. 
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Mississippi Update 
September 2014 
 

Nineteen school districts are suing the State alleging that it owes them over $130 million in 

unpaid funds required since 2010.  According to the Daily Journal news media since 2010, the 

total amount owed to all districts is about $1.5 billion.  According to the article, the lawsuit was 

spearheaded by former Democratic Governor Ronnie Musgrove, who argued the State’s 

Education Foundation program should have provided such funds to the districts beginning in 

2010, but did not do so. 
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Missouri Update 
September 2014 
 

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch (July 21
st
) reports that voluntary summer school programs were 

implemented in about 350 of 520 districts.  Most of the example programs cited in the article 

provide remediation or grade recovery programs, especially for disadvantaged students.  Other 

districts provide a variety of programs ranging from Advanced Placement courses to enrichment 

options, such as robotics.  Most are designed to reduce the “summer slide.”  According to the 

article, Missouri spent about $120 million on summer schools in 2013.  Enrollment in summer 

school programs has declined since 2006 when district reimbursements were cut.  About 19,000 

children participated in summer school this year.  

 

The proposed Constitutional Amendment 3 which, according to Education Week, will be a 

permanent item on the November ballot.  If approved, Amendment 3 would end teacher tenure 

protection, but would require schools to adopt a teacher evaluation system that incorporates 

“quantifiable student performance data” in making personnel decisions, such as promoting and 

retaining staff.  While the bill is supported by state business interests, it is opposed by the 

Missouri State Teachers Association, which predicts that if passed, it would increase by tenfold 

the use of standardized tests, which are currently used only in core subjects in certain grades, and 

would diminish local control. 
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Nebraska Update 
September 2014 
 

Education Week (August 20
th

) reports that more than 80 Nebraska high schools participated in 

the State’s online financial literacy program of which almost 1,000 of 2,200 students enrolled 

completed all modules and became certified.  The Nebraska Financial Scholars Program focuses 

on personal financial matters, how to fill out a checkbook, and preparing for college admission 

and other costs.  Several dozen more high schools and thousands of students are expected to 

participate next year. 
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New York Update 
September 2014 
 

CapitalNewYork.com reports New York City has tooled up to develop the capacity to serve 

50,000 new four-year-old children beginning their first day of school this year under the Mayor’s 

ambitious pre-K program.  Seventy thousand students are expected to be enrolled by the Fall 

2015.  Within the $300 million pre-K budget are funds to hire several thousand pre-K teachers, 

32 new pre-K instructional coaches, 41 new pre-K social workers, among other staff in the city’s 

department of education. 

 

According to Education Week, New York City Mayor de Blasio announced the expansion of the 

middle school after-school program which he championed.  About 34,000 students have already 

signed up, while almost 80,000 seats -- twice as many as last year-- are available at public 

middle schools, special education schools and private schools. 
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North Carolina Update 
September 2014 
 

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg school district has undertaken an initiative to assess the needs of 14 

underperforming schools in order to develop long-term strategies for school 

turnaround/improvement.  The Council of the Great City Schools Urban Educator (September 

2014) reports that the so-called Beacon Initiative involves a partnership with the University of 

Virginia. 
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Ohio Update 
September 2014 
 

The Cleveland Metropolitan School District will target ten more of its “investment schools” 

(now 23 schools) with expanded interventions to improve academic achievement, increase 

family and community participation, and improve school climate.  The new initiatives in the ten 

additional schools appears to be following the new School Improvement Grant (SIG) grant 

regulations addressed in the attached TechMIS Special Report. 

 

Toledo Public Schools has implemented a new academy, which will provide a curriculum that 

emphasizes leadership, community service, and entrepreneurship/financial literacy according to 

Urban Educator (September 2014).  Funding will come primarily from a $3.8 million USED 

grant which allows students to be dual-enrolled in high school and Owens Community College. 
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Oklahoma Update 
September 2014 
 

Following Oklahoma’s announcement that it would be dropping the Common Core state 

assessments several months ago, USED has revoked Oklahoma’s waiver extension and therefore, 

like Washington State, will now revert back to NCLB sanctions.  The settlement, however, does 

provide the state with more time to develop the Supplemental Educational Services (SES) and 

parent choice sanctions component until the 2015-16 school year.  Education Week’s Politics K-

12 blog (August 28
th

) quotes several observers which argue that the decision was a bad one and 

USED may consider reinstating the waiver if Oklahoma adopts standards which are 

“substantially similar” to Common Core as they have in the past in several other states (e.g., 

Alaska).   Mike Petrilli, President of Fordham Institute, felt that the Oklahoma decision could 

bolster the lawsuit Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal has filed against the USED which questions 

the legality of the Secretary’s authority to “force” states to adopt standards and align 

assessments.   
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Rhode Island Update 
September 2014 
 

In a recent statement, Deborah Gist, State Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary 

Education, announced a new partnership with Learning Accelerator to develop a strategic plan to 

expand blended learning throughout the state.  As a means to base instruction on individual 

student needs, Commissioner Gist said their $100,000 contract for one year could be expanded in 

the future.  According to Education Week’s Digital Education blog (August 8
th

), grants have 

been made to public schools to pursue blended learning strategies and the state has two virtual 

charter learning schools already operational.  According to the blog, Learning Accelerator has 

released its “framework for cultivating high-quality blended learning at the state level which is 

being followed in the Rhode Island initiative.”  
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Texas Update 
September 2014 
 

Education Week (September 2
nd

) reports that districts will be given an additional five years to 

meet rigorous standards for high school entry.  Without such an extension, it notes that next 

spring the number of failing students taking the STAAR state current assessment would increase 

significantly.  This is not the first time the Texas Education Agency or other political “entities” 

in the states have extended deadlines on policies requiring students to meet high rigorous 

standards -- or have reduced the “cut scores” on specific high stakes tests. 

 

The Dallas Morning News reports that the Dallas Independent School District and neighboring 

districts will continue, if not increase, professional development efforts focused on mathematics 

to meet the demands of the new state’s college and career readiness standards and financial 

literacy requirements.  In Dallas, teacher training began in the summer of 2003.  As the article 

notes, “This new school year includes [Dallas] plans for providing staff with additional teaching 

materials and training, at the same time high school math teachers will ramp up their preparation 

for their new tests that kick in next year.  Other districts have offered similar staff training.” 

 

The Dallas Independent School District (DISD) has expanded “personalized learning.”  The 

Council of the Great City Schools reports the new Imagine 2020 initiative doubles efforts to 

increase student achievement using innovative instruction, professional development, and 

community support.  Over the last year, the DISD, as we have reported, received slightly more 

than $120 million in E-Rate “refunds” for appeals going back to 2005, which in late 2013 were 

found to be “meritorious.”  Several observers report that much of this funding is being used for 

professional development; and as the Council brief report notes, the district has filled more than 

99 percent of its teacher positions over its 2014-15 school year. 
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Virginia Update 
September 2014 
 

Because reading and science scores dropped on the Standards of Learning (SOL) tests, nearly 

one-third of Virginia public schools will not receive full accreditation in September, the 

Washington Post reports.  Five years ago, only 15 schools had been downgraded, but today’s 

release of scores indicates that an estimated 600 schools received “accredited with warning.”  

About 250 of these schools were “fully accredited” last year.  State Department officials say the 

drop is due to increased levels of difficulty on the SOL assessments, and increasing the cut 

scores for passing scores.  Downgraded schools could qualify for additional resources, according 

to the Virginia Department of Education.  Also, the State will have to conduct an academic 

review of the schools’ curriculum and instructional practices, according to the Post. 
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Washington Update 
September 2014 
 

As a result of Washington State having its waiver revoked and having to go back under NCLB 

“settlement sanctions,” letters as required by NCLB have been sent to parents informing them 

that their schools are failing.  State Superintendent Randy Dorn in negotiating “settlements” with 

USED on return to NCLB sanctions argued that under NCLB criteria for identifying “failing” 

schools (which have to provide parent choice and SES options), there would be few non-failing 

option schools.  The Fox News brief reported that 28 school superintendents in the Puget Sound 

region have sent letters of their own to explain “why they feel the failing label is arbitrary and 

wrong.  The 2014 Federal target is 100 percent, and that’s unrealistic.”  The letter to parents 

states that their children in failing schools have the option of being sent with transportation 

covered by the district to a higher-performing school if one exists in the district.  While few 

parents are likely to opt for the parent choice option, many more are likely to want their child to 

participate in Supplemental Educational Services (SES).  However, the negotiated settlement 

between the state and USED allows such SES services to be provided by teachers as an 

alternative to private firms, which are widely used in such states such as Florida.   

 

Under the Washington State “settlement” revoking its state waiver flexibility, USED allowed 

greater flexibility in some areas.  However, The News Tribune (August 25
th

) states that based on 

illegal action and other complaints using SES private tutors in Florida, Michigan, and elsewhere, 

the state has published new rules to prevent fraudulent activity, and according to the article, “to 

reel in the tutor company’s marketing efforts.”  Under the new rules, SES tutoring companies 

can “no longer knock on doors to advertise their services nor can they approach parents on 

school grounds while they are picking up or dropping off their children.”  Another rule would 

prohibit SES providers from providing parents or students incentives such as iPads, computers, 

etc. to encourage parents to send their eligible students to specific SES providers.  Also, 

companies could no longer submit enrollment forms on the parents’ behalf.  According to State 

Title I Director Gayle Pauley, to receive approval, SES providers have to submit data showing 
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that their teaching methods help students improve academically over time.  Thus far, 115 SES 

providers have been approved, while 42 applicants have been rejected.  

 


